
INVITE juisy TO YOUR NEXT EVENT FOR
REFRESHING, BEYOND-THE ORDINARY FUN!



WOW YOUR GUESTS
Give them a taste of paradise!

Add CBD if you'd like them to feel even more free!
Give guests something exciting to talk about



Juisy Pop-up experience includes:
 

- Freshly juiced out-of-this-world tasty organic pineapple + Green Tea blend
-  Infusion of CDB drops (optional) to give your guests an extra treat 

- Eco-friendly servings (guests drink straight from fruit's shells) 
- Your own Juisy Juisologist onsite to blend and serve

- Fun shared experiences and photo op moments 
 

 

 

 We balance our living with a blend of natural sweeteners, colors and flavors, and emotional wellness.

 



JUISY ISN'T JUST A DRINK.  IT'S CULTURE

Bring Juisy's refreshing, beyond-the-
ordinary, fun culture to your next
special event!  Provide guests with
whimsical, healthy organic fruit juice
and tea – mixed onsite by our
friendly juisologist and served
straight from the source.   You’ll
create some of the most unique and
memorable gatherings that are sure
to talked about with a smile long
after the party ends.



AT THE CORE OF
EVERY WE DO...

IS A COMMITMENT TO YOUR HEALTH,  WELL-BEING,
ENERGY, VITALITY, LOVE OF LIFE AND LOVE OF PLANET

EARTH

WE BELIVE...
...IN AN APPRECIATION OF FOOD AS AN EXPRESSION OF

EARTH THAT CAN BRING POSITIVE ENERY TO OUR
LIVES

 We balance our living with a blend of natural sweeteners, colors and flavors, and emotional wellness.

 



juisy FRUIT + TEA will tantalize your taste buds!



Crafted by our master chef and made with REAL FRUIT, green tea, healing
herbs and flavorful spices, there is nothing ordinary about our juices.

Juisy juices stimulate your body’s FEEL GOOD chemicals!
Endorphins    Serotonin    Dopamine   Oxytocin

 
 Add CBD drops if desired for extra benefit!

 

JUISY JUICE + TEA

 We balance our living with a blend of natural sweeteners, colors and flavors, and emotional wellness.

 



 
The green tea in our Pineapple juice blend increases blood flow to the brain without

overstimulating the heart like the chaotic forms of energy found in caffeinated soda and coffee. 
 
 

GIVE YOUR GUESTS 
A HEALTHY BOOST OF ENERGY!

 We balance our living with a blend of natural sweeteners, colors and flavors, and emotional wellness.

 



Juisy's Pineapple Juice + Tea blend can also provide…
 

Increased Alertness
The enzyme Bromelian in pineapple stimulates blood flow to the brain

Positive Attitude
Green tea assists in promoting a positive, calm mood

Healing
Pineapple’s vitamins, anti-oxidants, beta carotene and flavonoids make it “a

healing fruit” which treats many body ailments as well as speeding up healing
and strengthening the immune system

Joyfulness
Green tea may increase Dopamine production, releasing feelings of pleasure

 We balance our living with a blend of natural sweeteners, colors and flavors, and emotional wellness.

 



PUT YOUR GUESTS AT EASE
Add CBD to your Juisy drink. 

 
 Bring on the spirit of love and joy. Our CDB is non-intoxicating and 100%
therapeutic!  There are no side effects since our CBD does not contain the

effects that occur with THC.
 

CBD is one of the healthiest choices to allow your guests’ body and mind to
relax.  Our bodies have millions of receptors that are wired to receive CBD and

enjoy the benefits.

 We balance our living with a blend of natural sweeteners, colors and flavors, and emotional wellness.

 



Juisy brings delight to any gathering.
Large or small, corporate or private.  Inquire for details and pricing. 


